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was the leadership series, which encompassed
presentations on topics such as getting your
meeting of the Council of Osteopathic Student
the group held a fund-raiser and awareness
of the newer osteopathic medical schools and is
facilities were beautiful, and all the students
were very energetic and welcoming to all of the
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looks forward to the COSGP Spring Quarterly
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with students from the other osteopathic
medical schools around the nation, arrived in

hill, each student was able to deliver a message
to our respective senators and congressional
representatives using creative videos to address

every student had a productive and worthwhile
Trustees’ members were available for invaluable
mentoring sessions where osteopathic medical

message about student debt, which was one of the

a very informative panel discussion on the
the only profession with a mandated residency
provided essential information for students as
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...continued

graduating, but this is not the case in the medical

number of residency spots has not increased,
leading to the possibility that students may not

work in any capacity during medical school, so it
is very unlikely that students can pay the interest
successfully completing medical school, and
medical student loans should be held to the same
standards as subsidized undergraduate loans
in that interest should not begin to accrue until

be a spot for all residency program graduates as

Other important topics discussed included
year, Congress creates a temporary patch rather
residency slots and the sustainable growth rate
in part to show the continuum of concerns in
medical practice during the various stages of
a very crucial one, especially as an increasing
number of new medical schools open to meet
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through a bipartisan, bicameral act; however,
we are still pushing to make this a reality so
physicians can be compensated using a method
today and can work without the added stress of
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Peer Mentoring Program, the peer mentors had the
privilege of participating in a live phlebotomy skills
the PCM Procedures Week, the training they receive

To accomplish this, I gave a brief presentation,
providing the peer mentors with some advice and
We then split up into smaller groups with a physician

Many of them commented that the skills lab increased
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from precancerous lesions of leukoplakia and oral submucous

assisting with a live birth, witnessing cataract surgeries,
several students proved invaluable as they served as the
main translators who ensured that the patients understood
and hospital-appointed doctors helped host a free medical

the-art health care facility for the area, assisted with local
Times of India

the patients being seen in order to provide continuous care

aided patients with illnesses ranging from leprosy and
scabies to scaled skin syndrome and severely malnourished

in order to help, while some villagers traveled up to three
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...continued

They also both held lectures during lunch hour to integrate

COM International Medical Outreach Program, which will

day because they embody the humanistic aspect of medicine
bring health awareness and a sense of relief to local residents,
which is why many future trips will be needed to bridge the

and to adults at a subsidized cost, the facility will be used to
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Following are the students who participated in the medical
outreach trip to India:
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educated the audience about the importance of

“These are people who need help,” said OMS-II

physical diagnosis skills and provide screenings and
of these community health informational events
because I believe people do not seek these things out

educational health fair for the Chinese population
of South Florida that took place at the Chinese

hypertension, diabetes, dermatological issues,

hepatitis B while other invited speakers discussed a

team that headed a dermatology screening room
that allowed several medical students interested in
pursuing dermatology to observe the physicians’

could start hurting a person’s liver even though the

Wong at
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event, which proved to be a big hit with the students
hearted and interactive way for students to mingle with
faculty members
as well as family
physician residents and highlight how much
fun we like to
have as an organi-

We had an impressive lineup
for our competition, with over 13
students entering their favorite chili concoctions that
ranged from bison to vegetarian chili and everything

evening of
fun competition, we held a
hot-dog-eating
contest and
cheered on
our favorite
contestants as
they gorged
themselves
There could
be only one winner, however, and by a slight margin

This year’s event was so much fun that we had
to all our contestants for sharing their delicious chili
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members to make this an annual event on campus,
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members are also granted access to a Google

for volunteer work, internships, conferences,
and speakers who discuss material regarding

the famous Broward Psych Tour to see the locked

more dynamic and multifaceted club hinged in part

student chapter of both national organizations in

the autism community, the Special Olympics,

conferences, and summer research opportunities

neuropsych.nsucom@
gmail.com
and third-year students and includes a free mint-

ventures include a free comprehensive midterm
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and associate director of math, science, and

a movement to incorporate more science in
in the areas of research in biology and cellular

which is a collaboration between elementary and

preparing for marathons to raise money for
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leadership as well as to discuss and vote on resolutions
respective region trustees to discuss local progress in the

successes and failures from events held throughout
the year while the other chapters took note, while the
professional growth as well as how to develop several

One of the most important goals of this convention

Twenty-two resolutions, which were heavily discussed
see the passion for change and advocacy among the
were once again discussed, and comments were open
of discussion, each school had two voting delegates
The closing reception concluded with one of our very

This has been a phenomenal year of growth for the
accomplished thus far, there is a strong foundation in
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On February 20, the Student Osteopathic Medical
-

diet that is low in salt, fat, and cholesterol but rich

themed cardiovascular health awareness day that

such as a brisk 10-minute walk three times a day

which was coordinated by OMS-II Catalina Roto create a tie-in with
Month as designated by
sociation and the Cen-

The participants, who
wore red in support of
heart health, included
OMS-II Marco Casanova,
who opened the event
by talking about his personal connection to cardiovascular health issues,
and OMS-II Siddarth
hant Patel, who played
up-tempo music to ener-

element as awareness
of cardiovascular health
disease is important not
only to people who are at
risk, but also the commu-

-

body pain or discomfort
in the arms, back, neck,
shortness of breath and
nausea, lightheadedness,
half of all sudden cardiac
deaths happen outside the hospital, out of reach of

“I make it a priority to get an hour of cardio or

of which can be prevented by a healthier diet and
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is a positive stress to the body that builds it up,”
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By OMS-III Dorin Deitch

medical students at one point or another: “Should I

well in class is a priority, and maintaining their

be bland, which means you can read the same

the door for a potential interview with a residency
occasional movie, or keeping in touch with family

sure that whatever your preparation is, you pass
your classes, even if it means ignoring board

you learn best by going to class, continue to make

which teachers you learn best from and cherryFor whatever classes you are studying, relate
strengthen your knowledge by having more
Pathoma’s cardiac congenital anomalies and

SGA Rounds, please email them to
me at

ethnic origin to all the rights, privileges, programs, and activities generally accorded or made available to students at the school, and does not discriminate in
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